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Mancomunidad de la América India Solar (M.A.I.S.)

The month of the Archer or Centaur begins on November 21, third sign of Fire (fire of maturity) and ninth of
the Zodiac, so it corresponds to the IX house, home of Initiation in the Ascending Path. Its code word is “I see”. That's
where the luminous path of the Milky Way passes. After the practicing alchemy during the month of the Scorpion-Eagle,
the inner vision is now exercised so as to walk firmly along the Initiatic Path.

Sagittarius, like other signs, is twofold: one animal part with its dense passions, another one human, pointing
to the stars to transcend animalism, ignorance, and attachment to the physical world. The bow is strained thanks to the
initiatic ideal and the sight points to the target with precision thanks to the mental concentration, [that is] free of
distractions.

Half horse and half human, it represents the conflict between philosophical thought and the carnal conquering
instinct. A decisive combat presents itself: if the physical is imposed with its heavy energy, the arrow will not go far, and
the aspirant's pilgrimage will continue over several or many lives. If making a superhuman effort he manages to break
the attractive material chains and their seductive appearances, he will hit the target. The beast will be tamed, and it will
be the obedient vehicle at the spirit’s service.

To measure your spiritual temperature and to strengthen it so as to succeed in this challenge, check which
planets and house are in Sagittarius in your birth chart. If there are no planets, check where Jupiter is located, its regent
is located, in what sign and house, and what planetary aspects it has. With a basic knowledge of Judiciary Astrology, you
can determine what resources you can count on for combat, and what your weaknesses and risks are. In this way, you
will be prepared to triumph over yourself and be ready to realize the alchemical wedding of the individual self with the
cosmic one, the entrance to perennial life.

The global suspense, caused not by the so-called corona virus, but by the bad life and health habits of the
majority, is one of the manifestations of the transitioning closure of the period between two Eras (1948 – 2020). It is
also the same time, a beginning of the 2nd period of the Aquarian Era (2020 – 2092), towards the definitive
implementation of a new civilization and its neo-humanism.

In this crisis that encompasses all countries and affects their inhabitants, our V.S. Maestre Avatar SRF is fulfilling
a high Mission typical of His 2nd coming, now at the higher invisible levels, for Humanity’s redemption. As Avatar, he’s
called to remain active until the complete fulfillment of his Mission. A good warrior doesn't leave the battlefield until
the last bullet is fired. Let us have faith in his presence as Envoy from on High. Let’s show support by practicing
community service as educators in this great task of Human Re-education.

The Maestre SRF states: "Yes, humans have finally understood that it is not the time for trivial discourses… So
many 'isms' have made the world waste time. Now more than ever, man desires a universal ethic, capable of satisfying
both, their way of existence as well as receiving that much-needed spiritual nourishment. Today’s Human being does
not aspire to be a saint but wants a human condition in the proper sense of the word, within a healthy society. It is not
about having ascetics all over the earth, but a collectiveness in which everyone will be able to realize their place, with
the sentiment of collaborating in that Common Task. Despite the disputes that persist in this time of transition, a new
Age is outlined, better times approach. A ROSE certainly has thorns, but the petals are soft. The CROSS is certainly heavy,
but it marks the end of the calvary. A new Humanity is underway to fulfill its last task before the long-awaited Great
Period: The Age of Peace."  (P.P. VII, last page, ed. Nice, 1956.)
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And in P.P.XIII he explains: "Avatar means descent or extraction in the sense of emanation." It applies to those
Initiated, Higher Beings, who come to instruct Humanity (God becoming Man). The title is equivalent to 'Christ',
'Messiah', 'Buda', etc." (See 'Yug Yoga Yoghism' p. 195.)

To understand this Presence in our days involves participating in such sacred mission, assuming the spiritual
responsibility inherent to every human being worthy of His spiritual nobility. The human condition of an Avatar is the
veil that conceals the divine incarnation, to protect Him from malicious profane gazes. The heavenly Light comes now to
channel the implementation of the new kingdom of high spirituality, the Age of the Celestial Water-bearer that pours
out from its amphora the Water of supreme wisdom, quenching forever the peoples thirst. Let's drink from such nectar
and share it with those around us.

Facing a question asked of him, our S. Elder Brother Sat-Guru JM Estrada replied: "True MASTERS are
representatives of cosmic powers intimately related with Earth’s Initiation, with her own evolution through the
superhuman realm. As the AVATARS are the main representatives of this planetary evolution, they have great powers;
that is the reason why they are called 'demigods': Jesus, Krishna, Moses, Abraham, Rama, etc., represented these
powers, the FATHER chooses them to manifest His power. It is necessary to understand that the FATHER is the set of
laws that is manifested through Mother Nature... (From "A Living Lesson" (“Enseñanza Viviente”) P. 137, a compilation
of his lectures and letters).

Your Brother in Service, D. Dias Porta from Los Andes, 1ST degree of the month of the Archer, Year 73 of
Aquarius.

RESCUING THE ANCIENT SOLAR SCIENCE

Dr. Hira Ratam Manek teaches  how to nourish oneself from solar energy directly, only at sunrise and sunset, with a
certain progressive technique. He had been teaching us at the Zirahuén Ashram, in Mexico.
HIRA RATAN MANEK https://www.elblogalternativo.com/2009/06/08/hira-ratan-manek-o-como...
8/6/2009 • Hira Ratan Manek, the man who views the sun, was born in India in 1937. He has lived since 1995
exclusively on solar energy and water, and after 30 years of research and personal practice, he has disseminated his
personal method, SUN GAZING, around the world, offering free lectures and courses.

SUN DANCE

A member of the tribe comes to the Elder and says: - I will no longer participate in the Circle of Dance.
- Why? Grandfather asked.
The young man replied, "I hear the tribe only speaking bad about each other; they  never praise or empower
themselves. They are a small group that lives chastising, never supporting,  people who during the dance seem to try to
show off instead of looking at the tree and Father Sun, and so many other sad things that I see.
The Elder replies: - All right, but before you go, I want you to do me a favor: take a buffalo horn full of water and take
four turns around the circle without spilling a drop of water on the ground. After that, the spirits will take you out of
the circle.
The young man thought: That’s easy!  And he did all four laps as he was asked. When he finished he said: - Ready.
Grandfather asked him, "When you were circling, did you see any brother speak ill of another?
The answer was: No.
Did you see the dancers complain to each other?
- No.
Did you see anyone who wasn’t supporting?
- No.
- Do you know why? You were focused on not spilling the water; the same thing in our group and in life. When we focus
on our own steps,  do our prayer,  and seek our evolution, we will not have time to see others’ mistakes. He who comes
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out of a circle blaming others never entered to dance, to heal, to pray, to pray for humanity. Whoever notices others,
never really entered in order to honor his ancestors, never entered for his own evolution to find in dance his true spirit
to serve the community.  Heal from prejudice, from hearing other’s opinions, from noticing others. HEAL YOUR HEART
AND YOU WILL DANCE WITH THE SENTIMENT OF THE SACRED.

ALWAYS ASK FOR PERMISSION

Before cutting a tree branch or cutting a flower, let the spirit of the tree or plant know what you're going to do, so it can
get its energy out of that place and not feel the cut so strongly.
When you go into nature and want to pick up a stone that was in the river, ask the river keeper if he allows you to carry
one of his sacred stones.
If you have to climb a mountain or make a pilgrimage through the jungle, ask permission from local spirits and
guardians. It's very important to communicate, even if it does not feel, hear, or see.
Enter each place with respect, for all Nature listens to you, sees you, and feels you. Every movement you make in the
microcosms has a great impact on the macrocosms.
As you approach the vegetation, thank the medicine it has for you.
Honor life in its various forms and be aware that each being is fulfilling its purpose. Nothing was created to fill spaces;
we are all here to evoke our mission, to remember who we are, and to awaken from the sacred dream of returning
home!

CROW DOG, THE LEADER OF THE SUN DANCE

Chief Leonard Crow Dog, healer and spiritual leader, was born in 1942 in a Sicanju Lakota Oyate in the Rosebud Indian
Reservation in South Dakota. He is a descendant of a prestigious traditional family of healers and leaders. He was part
of the American Indigenous Movement (AIM) and led the 1972 Trail of Broken Treaties march to Washington, D.C. to
demand the U.S. government's attention to native American problems. In 1973, he was part of taking possession of the
village of Wounded Knee to demand justice from the federal government and the political trial of President Wilson. He
was prosecuted and spent two years in prison.
.
He was proclaimed by 562 native nations as Chief of Chiefs; he is the Leader and Head of the Sun Dance Ceremony at
Crow Dog's Paradise in Rosebud, South Dakota. He had the dream and vision to open the ceremony to non-native
people, now scattered throughout most of the planet. Our ancestors from this hemisphere spoke of the prophecy of the
condor-eagle that today has become a movement where thousands of Dancers from all over the world have
participated and brought that seed and teachings to their own lands.
He has written several books as Crow Dog: Four Generations of Sioux Medicine Men: A memory that relates the story
through four generations of the Crow Dog family, providing details about the traditional Lakota ceremonies and their
meaning. WWW.APUSPEAKS.ORG

SAY GOODBYE SINGING...

"When it comes time to die, don't be like those whose heart is full of fear of death, and weep and pray to live a little
longer in a different way. Sing your death song and die like a hero coming home."   Tecumseh, tribe ShawmneeHoka hey

THE NATIVE AMERICAN CHURCH CEREMONIAL TIPI

The meaning of the poles
Each pole, which holds the Tipi, represents something different:

Pole 1: Obedience: a sacred responsibility, a sacred understanding
Pole 2: Respect: recognize the sacred in all that surrounds us.
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Pole 3: Humility: the Act of Forgetting oneself for others.
Pole 4: Joy - Good from within, our own well-being
Pole 5: Love - an expression of one's feelings, the Holy Feminine in all of us.
Pole 6: Faith: Our own sacred beliefs, our divine self
Pole 7: Kinship: a connection by blood, never to forget the bonds that bind.
Pole 8: Cleanliness: the importance of Purity and affection
Pole 9: Appreciation - be grateful, the Privilege of Life, the Honor
Pole 10: Strength - Nation, People, Sacred Culture, Tradition
Pole 11: Good children parenting: learning by example, for future generations.
Pole 12: Hope -- for a better tomorrow, for the Nation, for its People
Pole 13: Maximum protection: the creator's hand over us, the creator's refuge
Polo 14: Control flaps - to control the wind.

https://www.facebook.com/Don-Felix-Poot-Chuc-El-Ind%C3%ADgena-Maya-1520148444945134

KALAKMUL, THE GREAT SACRED CITY OF THE MAYANS: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YvoCu4q9en8

LAKOTA, THE LAST AMERICAN INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QmU3VfAzVyg&t=506s
CHILDREN'S INDIGENOUS SCHOOL IN BOGOTA https://www.facebook.com/guegata.tinzhinzuqa/videos/2659587007621592
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https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=3332503173538055&set=a.157705917684479&type=3&eid=ARCzFGznOoOChk1hJipdOSpxDQRxNp1Pl31kcKVNwgrqcFnvk0ubQpn-koJfi3RlIFMzwFtvvftKM8eL
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=3332503173538055&set=a.157705917684479&type=3&eid=ARCzFGznOoOChk1hJipdOSpxDQRxNp1Pl31kcKVNwgrqcFnvk0ubQpn-koJfi3RlIFMzwFtvvftKM8eL
https://www.facebook.com/Don-Felix-Poot-Chuc-El-Ind%C3%ADgena-Maya-1520148444945134
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YvoCu4q9en8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QmU3VfAzVyg&t=506s
https://www.facebook.com/guegata.tinzhinzuqa/videos/2659587007621592


CONTEMPLATE THE AUTOCHTHONOUS NATIONS OF THE NORTH, BEYOND THE WORDS:
https://nmai.brand.live/c/morethanaword a hero that comes back home". Tecumseh, tribe Shawmnee  Hoka hey.
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